ABSTRACT Most of wireless sensor networks require time synchronization to wake up sensor nodes at scheduled time. It helps accomplish coordinated communications among the nodes to save energy. Wireless sensor nodes are often equipped with a low-cost clock oscillator with large clock drift. Thus, it is important to correct the long-term synchronization error caused by clock drift. This paper introduces a low power protocol for long-term synchronization called fast scheduling and accurate drift compensation for time synchronization (FADS). It chooses a minimal sequence of synchronization steps by estimating the density of the neighbor nodes. FADS achieves low power synchronization by reducing the number of message exchanges and increasing the synchronization interval (the period in which each node needs to perform synchronization). To evaluate the performance of FADS, we implemented it in real wireless networks with sensor hardware and conducted extensive tests. This paper demonstrates that FADS achieves substantially fewer messages and less delays in the scheduling phase than a previous technique, Density Table-based Synchronization (DTSync). Simulation results show that FADS reduces the number of messages by 50 times and reduces the delay by 4 times compared with DTSync for large networks. In addition, experiments with actual sensor devices demonstrate that it allows significantly less frequent synchronization 195 times improvement compared with DTSync.
Recently, the wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are increasingly applied to numerous areas including medical applications, factory automation, and environmental monitoring [1] . WSNs usually consist of several sensors distributed over a specified area to measure environmental data. These sensor nodes can cooperate to propagate data over multi-hop communications. Time synchronization is a critical component in the operation of WSNs, as it provides a common reference time for all nodes in the networks [2] , [3] . Wireless sensor nodes are often equipped with a low-cost hardware clock oscillator. Thus, it is very challenging to obtain accurate time synchronization for such sensor nodes. Time synchronization of networks with such sensor nodes cannot be preserved for a long time unless a precise synchronization procedure is periodically conducted. In time division multiple access (TDMA) networks, loss of synchronization in any node can lead to an imprecise wake-up time of the node, which causes serious failure of network connectivity. Therefore, to keep the entire network synchronized, all sensor nodes need to exchange timing messages frequently to minimize their time offsets produced by their clock drift [4] . The frequent synchronization increases power consumption drastically as the transmission of messages usually corresponds to the most significant portion of power consumption.
Several synchronization protocols have been proposed for WSNs such as Timing-Sync Protocol for Wireless Sensor Network (TPSN) [5] , Flooding Time synchronization protocol (FTSP) [6] , Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) [7] , Lightweight Time Synchronization (LTS) [8] , Broadcast Time Synchronization (BTS) [9] , Hierarchy Reference Broadcast Synchronization (HRTS) [10] , and Individualbased Time Synchronization Request Protocol (ITR) [10] . The objective of these protocols is to synchronize all sensor nodes in large networks. Some of them use multi-hop synchronization approaches for efficient operations.
Exchanging timing messages between nodes is commonly used for network time synchronization. Most of these protocols are aimed at enhancing the synchronization accuracy at the expense of additional communication overhead with little or no concerns on power consumption [2] . In addition, WSNs are facing various challenges of maximizing the battery lifetime and reducing the data delivery latency for timecritical applications.
These challenges motivate us to propose aFast Scheduling and Accurate Drift Compensation for Time Synchronization (FADS). It reduces the communication overhead by minimizing the number of timing messages among the sensor nodes. It employs the concept of neighbor node density to choose a set of the best reference nodes as DTSync [4] . In addition, FADS utilizes offset estimations and drift estimations to correct the clock in power efficient manner. It extends the interval between the synchronization operations, and thus preserves the time accuracy of all the nodes during the extended interval. Our first objective is to synchronize all nodes in the entire network by selecting only the minimal set of reference nodes. It minimizes the number of synchronization messages exchanged between each reference node and its neighbor nodes within its wireless coverage. Our second objective is to reduce the frequency of re-synchronization operations by accurately canceling the clock offset, and thus to substantially minimize the overhead in the bandwidth and power consumption.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related work is discussed, while the system model is introduced in Section III. The FADS algorithm and its procedures are elaborated in Section IV and Section V. Section VI presents the experimental and the Simulation results. Finally, the conclusions are provided in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Clock synchronization has been extensively studied in the past decades. While nodes equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS) can be easily synchronized in outdoor environments [4] , installing GPS in every node may not always be a practical solution due to the overhead of size, cost, power consumption, and the requirement of the network environment with good GPS reception. There have been many studies in the literature that are aimed at minimizing synchronization errors in WSNs [11] .
The Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks TPSN [5] employs a hierarchical structure to involve all the nodes. Once the hierarchy of the network is formed, it starts a synchronization phase, where it obtains a pairwise synchronization throughout the network. Although TPSN provides high scalability, it is a short-term protocol and thus it requires frequent resynchronization. In addition, it requires a large number of message exchanges and so it incurs high power consumption [1] , [12] .
The Reference Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) [7] offers relatively high accuracy of time offset estimation by removing the sende's delays from the offset calculations. Also, RBS is a long-term protocol. It uses the least square linear regression (LSLR) to perform drift compensation. RBS, however, requires a large number of message transmissions, which leads to excessive energy consumption and also increased the chance of collision [4] . Du Gong et al. proposed an energy-efficient coefficient exchange synchronization protocol (CESP) [2] . It uses the synchronization coefficient to reduce communication overhead compared with RBS. CESP, however, relies on a fixed reference node, so it consumes relatively high energy [13] .
The Flooding Time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP) [6] uses LSLR to estimate the relative slope, and then performs drift compensation. It takes the advantages of both TPSN and RBS [1] . Although it incurs lower overhead than RBS, it still needs a lot of messages and it, therefore, can lead to very high chance of collision in a dense network. Lenzen et al. [14] and [15] reported that FTS's global error tends to exponentially increase with the size of the network.
PulseSync can rapidly flood th timing information throughout the network [14] . Yildirim et al. [11] , [16] pointed out possible drawbacks of the rapid flooding method. He proposed a clock speed agreement algorithm namely, Flooding with Clock Speed Agreement (FCSA) [16] . It achieves high accuracy and scalability of the network under synchronization by introducing a slow flooding method [2] . AVTS [11] employs a search technique that adjusts the relative frequency value of the clocks. Although it obtains a scalable synchronization at low memory overhead, it requires prior knowledge about additional parameters to perform its search effectively [17] . It also suffers from frequent collisions and so it incurs high power consumption.
Unlike other protocols, Average Time Synchronization (ATS) [18] is a fully distributed algorithm. ATS uses a cascade of two consensus algorithms to tune its compensation parameters, and it permits the nodes to converge to a steady state virtual clock. ATS, however, suffers from frequent collisions which can lead to failure of synchronization procedure [1] .
Hierarchy Reference Broadcast Synchronization (HRTS) [10] consists of three phases that are repeated at each hierarchical level throughout a multi-hop network. In HRTS, it is assumed that each node knows its adjacent neighbors. A reference node, RN, broadcasts a synchronization message to its neighbors. The specified node that has been pre-selected by RN send back a response. Finally, RN broadcasts the estimated offset and reference time to its neighbors. Although HRTS is a lightweight and scalable protocol, it has two disadvantages: high overhead and excessive collisions [4] , [19] .
In [20] , the concept of scheduling based on density was presented, which can reduce the overhead by minimizing the number of reference nodes. It can, however, still suffer from the problem of reception failure due to frequent packet collisions. In addition, it often has a coverage problem, since it does not guarantee synchronization of certain nodes that are not in the wireless range of any reference nodes elected.Whereas most of these prior protocols are aimed to achieve timing accuracy and fast synchronization, they are susceptible to frequent collisions, which can lead to loss of important messages and consequently failure in synchronization of many nodes. To our best knowledge, none of the prior protocols attempted to preventing collisions entirely.
Recently, we introduced the Density Table based Synchronization (DTSync) [4] . Their method can cover all nodes with a minimal set of reference nodes, which can minimize the power consumption of the synchronizing procedure. It presents a new method that avoids collisions entirely. We describe the operations of DTSync in this section, since the new method FADS is an enhancement to DTSync.
DTSync consists of three processes: (1) a neighbor discovery process, (2) a scheduling process, and (3) a periodic synchronization process. The neighbor discovery and scheduling processes run only once when the network initialization phas or when the network topology has a substantial modificatio. The synchronization process is conducted frequently with a time period of P syn to keep the time offset of all nodes within an acceptable range (depending on the application). Fig. 1 illustrates the offset estimation for the periodic synchronizatio. In the first step, the n-th reference node R n broadcasts Time Synchronization Message 1 (TSM1) at time T 1 (R n ) to all its adjacent neighbor nodes. Every node j ∈ U (R n ) keeps the time stamp for the arrival time T 2 (j) of TSM1. Here U (R n ) indicates a set of unsynchronized neighbor nodes in the wireless range from R n . Then, the next reference node R n+1 transmits Time Synchronization Massage 2 (TSM2) back to R n . TSM2 consists of the arrival time T 2 (R n+1 ) as well as the time stamp for the transmit time T 3 (R n+1 ) of TSM2. Once R n gathers all time stamps
, and T 4 (R n ) (the time right after receiving TSM2), R n estimates the offset using Eq. 1.
R n then broadcasts a Time Offset Message (TOFF) to all its neighbor nodes j ∈ U (R n ), which contains time T 2 (R n+1 ) and O R n ,R n+1 . Every node j in U(R n ) receives TOFF and estimates the offset difference O R n+1 ,j using Eq. 2.
Then every node j determines its total offset O R n ,j using Eq. 3.
Finally, every node j compensates its local time by subtracting the total offset O R n ,j from its old local time T old j using Eq. 4. Although DTSync reduces the power consumption during the periodic synchronization process and it is highly resistant to collisions, it has the following limitations. The neighbor discovery process produces a relatively large number of messages causing an increased power consumption in the network setup phase. In addition, its scheduling process consumes a long time, which also adds additional power consumption. Consequently, it is not suitable for the network topology that has frequent changes and thus requires repeated execution of the neighbor discovery and scheduling procedures. Another drawback of DTSync is that it does not have drift compensation, and thus it requires too frequent synchronization process, if the clock oscillators of the nodes have large clock drift. Therefore, an accurate estimation of each oscillator's clock drift and its compensation can allow for an increased synchronization interval and thus reduced power consumption.
From a thorough analysis of previous studies, we discovered that it is highly challenging to provide accurate synchronization. Most of the previous methods also suffer from serious problems of high-power consumption. These problems motivate us to find a new solution that can resolve both problems. Our approaches address these problems can substantially reduce the power consumption and obtain highly accurate synchronization. The contributions of our proposed method, FADS, are its novel solutions to the two problems of DTSync: scheduling overhead and synchronization accuracy. It enhances the time synchronization process in two aspects, namely, time offset compensation and clock drift compensation. FADS has the following advantages over DTSync:
• FADS significantly reduces the overhead of the setup phase, and accelerates the scheduling process, which can reduce the power consumption.
• FADS introduces an accurate method for drift estimation and compensation, which can reduce the frequency of re-synchronization needs. Another contribution of this paper is that we implemented FADS in a sensor network with real hardware sensors whose performance is demonstrated in Section VI.
III. SYSTEM MODEL A. NETWORK MODEL
A sensor network is represented by a graph G = (V , E) with a vertex set V = {1, 2, . . . ., . . . , N } representing the sensor nodes and an edge set E ⊆ V × V representing the bidirectional communication links among the nodes. The nodes within the wireless range a node i ∈ V is referred to as the neighbors of node i. These neighbor nodes of node i are denoted by V (i) = {j ∈ V | {i, j} ∈ E} [16] . In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that the network is stationary, and the wireless channel is ideal, which allows for reliable communication. We also assume that every node is equipped with an omnidirectional antenna and has a fixed wireless range of R meter radius.
B. NODE MODEL
Every node has an exclusive ID number (≥ 1) and is equipped with a hardware clock. The ideal time of the hardware clock of a sensor node denoted by t ideal . The inaccurate local time value T i is expressed by Eq. 5. The time drift per second is defined as the time error induced by the local hardware clock for each unit time (1 sec). The drift factor δ i is defined as the slope of the local time T i as opposed to the ideal time t ideal .
Here, T i is the time reading from the local hardware clock, and δ i and O i are the drift factor and time offset, respectively, of node i with respect to the ideal time t ideal . Suppose that δ i and O i are constant for a short period [2] . We assume that there is another node j. The inaccurate local time value T j of node j is expressed by Eq. 6.
Here, T j indicates the local time reading of node j with respect to the ideal time t ideal , while δ j and O j denote the drift factor and time offset, respectively. 
Here,
are the relative drift and offset of node js local time T j with respect to node is local time T i [21] . Fig. 2 (b) depicts the relation of the local time of node j with respect to the local time of node i. If we take T i (t) as a reference time, then the time drift amount T drift between node j and node i in a fixed period P syn can be calculated by Eq.8. Fig. 3 illustrates offset compensation operations conducted on node j using node i as a reference node. Every P syn period, node j compensates its inaccurate local time by the measured offset O ij , node j's local time continues digress from the ideal time in certain time. The conventional synchronization methods use inaccurate approaches to calculate T drift and thus fail to minimize O ij . This requires repeated time synchronization with relatively short P syn . Our proposed method, in contrast, estimates highly accurate T drift values, and so it allows a much longer P syn , consequently leading to low power synchronization with less frequent synchronization. The drift estimation and compensation method of FADS is described in Section V.
IV. FADS: SCHEDULING
FADS employs a heuristic scheduling algorithm that attempts to cover all nodes with a few reference nodes as possible. Its accurate drift compensation method then maximizes the synchronization interval to reduce the power consumption, which is elaborated in Section V. The scheduling algorithm offers an accurate and low power approach to the goal of guaranteed synchronization for mesh or tree-based network topologies. FADS consists of two phases:
1-Scheduling phase which conducts the two procedures, a neighbor discovery procedure, and a reference scheduling procedure. 2-Synchronization phase which conducts a procedure for drift estimation and offset compensation. The scheduling phase runs only during the setup stage or when the network topologies are changed. The synchronization phase is conducted regularly with a period of P syn to keep the time offset of all nodes within an acceptable range. The two procedures of the scheduling phase are described below. 
A. NEIGHBOR DISCOVERY PROCEDURE
When a WSN starts up or reconfigures, every node transmits a Neighbor Discovery Message (NDM) to discover its neighbor nodes in its wireless range. This procedure is conducted using a conventional CSMA [4] protocol, and thus collisions can happen when multiple nodes broadcast their NDM messages at the same time. In the proposed neighbor discovery procedure, every node transmits α NDMs at randomly selected times during discovery time window t disc (e.g. 30 seconds) to ensure that each neighbor node receives at least one NDM. The practical parameter α can be chose depending on the channel condition and the average distance between the nodes. Upon receiving an NDM, the receiving nodes add the source address of this message to their neighbor list [22] , [23] . Then, the node makes acopy of its neighbor list called uncovered neighbor list which is used in reference scheduling procedure below. Table 1 shows the neighbor lists constructed in this way for the example network of Fig. 4 .
To investigate the complexity of neighbor discovery procedure, consider a network of N nodes, for each node i, V (i) denote a set of neighbor nodes of node i as expressed by Eq. 9.
Here, v i,j is defined by v i,j = 1, if node j is in the wireless range of node i 0, otherwise.
The total number of NDMs is given by Eq. 10.
The number of NDMs = αN
In the previous work of [3] , the number NDMs is represented by [4, eq. 10] , which is repeated below.
The number of NDMs
By comparing this expression with Eq. 10 we can notice that FADS requires a substantially fewer messages than DTSync, which is also demonstrated by simulations results in Section VI.
B. REFERENCE SCHEDULING PROCEDURE
The reference scheduling procedure is an iterative method for choosing an ordered set of reference nodes. As in DTSync, the reference nodes are the dominant nodes that exchange time synchronization messages with their neighbor nodes and spread their timing information over each hop to cover the entire network [4] . Like in DTSync, FADS employs the method of neighbor node density to select a set of the leading reference nodes. The essential idea behind the reference scheduling procedure is to select a minimal sequence of reference nodes that can cover all the nodes in the network. This guarantees that the periodic synchronization procedure can synchronize the whole network with a minimal number of message exchanges and thus low power consumption. The reference scheduling procedure consists of two subprocedures, 1) Forward-Trace Scheduling and 2) BackwardTrace Scheduling Procedures as described below.
1) FORWARD-TRACE SCHEDULING (FTS) PROCEDURE
FTS finds a minimal sequence S of multi-hop reference nodes starting from the sink node (a pre-defined gateway node) such that S covers all nodes in the network. The reference election method starts with the sink node as the first reference node i = Sink. Reference node i broadcasts a Schedule Request Message (SRM) to its uncovered neighbor nodes. The SRM consists of reference node is uncovered neighbor list and their responding time. The responding time is a slotted delay (SD) time for which every node waits before sending its response to avoid collisions. SD is assigned in a consecutive order by reference node i based on its neighbor list [24] . By using this method, FTS procedure can avoid collisions completely for all broadcast messages and finish the procedure quicker.
Assume that the network has N nodes. We declare a node k as covered, if FTS elects a reference node i, and k is within the wireless range of i, since k can be synchronized by i during each synchronization phase.
Step 1: Let V (i) be the set of nodes that are within the wireless range of reference node i. Let U (i) be the set of nodes in V (i) that are not covered yet. V (i) and U (i) are expressed by Eq. 9 and Eq. 11 respectively.
The current reference node i broadcasts a Schedule Request Message (SRM) to all the nodes in U (i).
Step 2: For every node j that receives SRM, j estimates a density metric D j by counting the number of uncovered neighbors in its neighbor list, and then j broadcasts a Density Massage (DM) that includes D j . The density of node j is defined by Eq. 12 while density metric D j is determined by Eq. 13.
Where
Step 3: Reference node i collects D j from all its neighbor nodes's in U (i), and selects the next reference node R i+1 using Eq.14.
Here, function MaxDensity(U (i)) chooses the node whose D j is the largest among U (i).
Step 4: Reference node i broadcasts a Schedule Propagate Message (SPM) to U (i). SPM advertises that NextRef has been elected as the next reference node, so all nodes in U (i) can update their uncovered neighbor list by removing the covered nodes from their uncovered neighbor list
Step 5: The next reference node NextRef sets itself as the current reference node i. Then Step1 to Step5 are repeated.
The above procedure is iterated until no further reference node can be selected. In each iteration, all covered nodes are removed from the uncovered neighbor list. By eliminating such nodes, it can avoid duplicate calculations of density, so the next election operations are accurate, and optimal scheduling results can be obtained in the end. Fig. 5 shows an example of the FTS procedure applied to a small network with two hops. Each reference node sends SRM to all nodes in its uncovered neighbor list. The SRM contains two parts: (1) nodes ID and (2) relative slotted delay (SD). Like TDMA time slots, and SD is defined by Eq. 15.
Here D pg , D Tx , D pc , and G I are propagation, transmission, processing delays, and Guard interval, respectively. The Guard interval indicates allowable time difference between the transmit time point and the receive time point [24] , [25] . Fig. 6 shows the content of SRMs for 1 st and 2 nd iterations, respectively. The transmitter in each iteration sets the initial time, while the responders count their timer starting from this initial time, and they send the density information back to transmitter upon their timer indicates their SD time slot. Then the sender node chooses the next reference node and informs this to its neighbor. Then all neighbors remove the covered node from their uncovered neighbor lis. Table 2 and Table 3 show the uncovered neighbor lists updated by FTS in the 1 st and 2 nd iterations, respectively. Table 2 indicates that N3, N4, N5, and N7 still have neighbor nodes yet to be covered, while N1, N2, N6, and N8 have all their neighbor nodes completely covered. Here, the key advantage of FADS, is that its FTS is significantly faster than FTS of DTSync especially for large networks. In DTSync's FTS, it takes for each iteration unnecessarily long slotted delays since it incurs a number of empty slots in pseudo TDM as described in [4, Table 2 ], which leads to longer delays.
2) BACKWARD TRACE SCHEDULING (BTS) PROCEDURE
After finishing the FT procedure, we have a comprehensive sequence R 1 → R 2 → · · · · → R H of reference nodes. Some nodes, however, may be still left out without being covered by any reference node. This occurs if a node is not in the wireless range of any of the chosen reference nodes. Such nodes would remain unsynchronized during the synchronization procedure, which we define as ''uncovered nodes''. For example, N6 in Fig. 5 (b) is an uncovered node. The Backward Trace Scheduling (BTS) is a supplemental algorithm to cover all such uncovered nodes. BTS operates backwards from the last reference node R H towards R 1 (Sink node). First R H broadcasts a Trace Back Message (TBM H ) to its neighbor nodes. TBM is relayed through all prior references in the backward direction R H → R H −1 → · · · · → R 1 . When each node N i that is covered by a reference node R k receives TBM k from R k , N i checks its uncovered neighbor list. If there is any remaining neighbor N u in N i s uncovered neighbor list, this confirms that N u is not covered yet. Then N i is allocated as a local reference node for N u . Then N i broadcasts SRM to N u . Once N u receives the SRM, N u now turns to a covered node. Then, N u broadcasts an Acknowledge (ACK) message to declare to all its neighbor nodes that N u has been just covered. Each node that receives the ACK message updates its uncovered neighbor list by removing N u s. This way, BTS prevents N u from receiving extra SRMs from other VOLUME 6, 2018 local references during the BTS iterations. The above procedure is repeated for all uncovered nodes N u 's discovered by all N i 's designated as local reference nodes. N i s are responsible for providing a synchronization message to N u 's. For example, Fig. 5 (b) shows that N6 is an uncovered node N u . N7 finds that N6 is still present in N7's uncovered neighbor list, which is illustrated by Table 3 . Hence, N7 declares itself as a local reference node and covers N6.
In fact, in certain rare cases, collisions can occur in BTS procedure, which does not deter BTS from its operation of covering all nodes. For example, suppose that during BTS, two covered nodes still have uncovered nodes in their uncovered neighbor list, and they happen to announce themselves as local reference nodes simultaneously. If these two local reference nodes are out of range from each other (hidden from each other), they may attempt to send their messages to the same uncovered node at the same time. In this case, a collision can occur due to a hidden node problem [4] . Even if a collision occurs, however, the two nodes would back off and resend their messages with different random back-off delays. This is because the two nodes would still find the uncovered node in their uncovered neighbor list until it is covered. This way, it is always guaranteed that any remaining uncovered nodes are covered and removed from the uncovered neighbor lists eventually by BTS.
V. FADS: SYNCHRONIZATION
In this section, we investigate the periodic synchronization process that uses a wake-up counter in the sensor node. The wake-up counter triggers an interrupt to wake up the sensor nodes from sleep mode periodically. It is important to accurately synchronize all the sensor nodes to ensure that the entire network transitions between the sleep mode and active mode at the same time [21] .
Once the reference scheduling procedure chooses a comprehensive sequence R 1 → R 2 → · · · · → R H of reference nodes including local reference nodes, the sink node initiates the periodic synchronization procedure. The periodic synchronization procedure synchronizes every node in each period of P sym , which consists of 1) offset estimation and 2) drift estimation.
A. OFFSET ESTIMATION
FADS utilizes the same procedure as DTSync to estimate the clock offset using Eq. 1, Eq. 2, Eq. 3, and Eq. 4. The offset estimation needs only three broadcast messages for each reference node, no matter how dense or large the network is. In addition, the reference scheduling procedure reduces the number of chosen reference nodes. The FADS can, therefore, substantially reduce the number of message exchanges, and so it is well suited for low power applications.
B. DRIFT ESTIMATION
The wake-counter, in general, operates on a low-frequency crystal oscillator (e.g. 32.768 kHz) with poor frequency stability. For example, the frequency drift of the crystal oscillator used in the experiments presented in Section VI is around 40 ppm. This requires continuous re-synchronization with a very short period. For example, to keep the accurate operation of sensors, our sensor network requires every sensor's time offset to be less than 5 milliseconds. Using the oscillator of 40 ppm offset, this requires P sym to be as short as 125 seconds. This is impractical, since the network should stay in the sleep mode most of the time to minimize the energy consumption. To increase P sym to a reasonable range, therefore, we need to compensate the drift of the receiver clock with respect to the sender clock.
Previous methods used least-square linear regression (LSLR) to estimate the clock drift [6] , [7] . In fact, however, the clock drift is not linear. Environmental factors like temperature, aging of the sensor, and supply voltage variation affect the drift factor. Thus, performing LSLR for long duration can lead to inaccurate drift estimate. Furthermore, it incurs excessive computation and storage which are a scarce resource of each sensor node [11] . In this paper, we propose a simple but highly accurate method called Dynamic Drift Tracking (DDT). In DDT, each sensor node j ∈ V adjusts its clock every P sym . It uses the previous drift value to estimate the current drift value as described by Eq. 16.
Here, m refers to the current iteration of synchronization steps. DDT begins estimating the drift values by assuming the initial drift as T drift [1] = 0, and then updates T drift [m] for each iteration m ≥ 2. Each node j estimates its drift T drift for the predefined period P sym dynamically. In this case, right before node j transitions to the sleep mode, j subtracts the observed T drift from T j to compensate its drift as in Eq. 17.
Eq. 17 includes both offset and drift compensation, while Eq. 4 consists of offset compensation only. Fig. 7 and Table 4 illustrate an example of time offset compensation with DDT operations. In the first compensation cycle, the reference node R n and sensor node j are not synchronized yet. At each periodic synchronization time (e.g. C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , . . .), R n sends an offset value to node j. In the first cycle C 1 , node j does not know its drift, although it receives the time offset O [1] , and so node j compensates its local time with only O [1] using Eq. 4. Starting from the 2 nd cycle, C 2 , node j now can estimate the current drift and it compensates its local time more accurately with both O [2] and T drift [2] using Eq. 17. In each interval of P sym , node j repeats the above procedure.
C. ANALYSIS OF OFFSET WITH MEASUREMENT
It is well known that clock oscillators such as crystal oscillators exhibit varying clock offsets largely depending upon the temperature among many environmental parameters. Even the temperature-compensated oscillators still show such temperature dependency, although the offset range is smaller. To understand the behavior of varying clock offset, we measured clock drift of various clock oscillators using real hardware implementation of wireless sensor nodes. Our wireless sensor nodes are implemented using NXP's KW01Z128 [26] , a low power MCU integrated with RF transceiver, which is depicted in Fig. 10 (a) . Fig. 8 illustrates clock offset measurements for three wireless sensor nodes for 3 days (72 hours) with one node considered as the reference indicated by ''SINK''. It can be observed that the clock offsets for node N1 and N2 with respect to the reference node increases at a different rate at the different time of the day. The same pattern of offset changes is repeated each day. Such regular patterns are attributed to the clock drift rate varying depending on the temperature changes during the day.
To compare the offset reduction performance of LSLR and DDT algorithms, we experimented the synchronization process of the two algorithms using the two wireless sensor nodes described above. We implemented the two synchronization algorithms in embedded C programs on the MCU of the sensor nodes. We then measured the original offset, drift estimation, resulting in an offset using the two algorithms. In this experiment, we set the resynchronization period to 2 hours. As the synchronization objective is reducing the offset, we measured the offset after synchronization with the LSLR method and with the proposed DDT drift estimation, respectively. Fig. 9 (a) shows the results of LSLR, where most of the resulting offset values are very large, and the offset values are drastically different from one iteration to another.
Based on the LSLR algorithm, we took five points of prior offset values to predict T drift . This measurement implies that VOLUME 6, 2018 LSLR does not effectively utilize the temperature-dependent drift behavior of clock oscillator (analyzed in Fig. 8) , and thus predicting incorrect drift estimation in every iteration. In addition, it takes extra cycles for LSLR to accumulate the initial 5 samples before starting the drift estimation. In Fig. 9 (a) , hence, the drift estimation processing starts from the sixth cycle of resynchronization. Therefore, LSLR needs to measure the offset values many times before it can start drift estimation, and thus it incurs considerable extra power consumption.
In contrast, DDT method starts its drift estimation starts from as early as the second cycle of resynchronization, and thus it updates the next drift estimation accurately every iteration. As depicted in Fig. 9 (b) , the resulting DDT offset values are significantly smaller, and its offset values rapidly converge to a very small value. The positive offset implies that T drift will increase in the next iteration, while the negative offset implies that T drift will decrease in the next iteration. A zero offset, on the other hand, implies that an optimal T drift was obtained, and so perfect synchronization is achieved. Furthermore, DDT has lower computation overhead than the LSLR algorithm.
We clarify why the proposed DDT method can significantly reduce the offset compared with LSLR as follows. DDT's drift estimation adaptively tracks the short-term variation of the drift rate. It is consequently best suited to predicting the oscillator behavior which exhibits monotonic changes with temperature as shown in Fig. 8 . In contrast, LSLR takes a long-term average of a large number of offset samples. It assumes that the offset changes randomly, while ignoring the actual behavior of oscillators.
DDT estimates the slop of offset curve between the two offset samples from two consecutive synchronization iterations. Hence, DDT can track the drift more accurately than LSLR. It performs better than the previous methods for a much longer period like the above experiments with a period of 2 hours. Also, it performs best with a relatively short synchronization period (30 minutes) as shown below. There are many applications of sensor networks and IoT that require highly accurate synchronization at a small cost of synchronization period.
VI. EXPERIMENTS WITH REAL SENSOR NETWORKS AND SIMULATION
This section presents experimental results obtained using a network of real hardware sensors, and simulation. We implemented the previous method, DTSync, and two version of FADS to highlight the advantage of the proposed drift estimation. The first version is FADS-DDT while the other is FADS-LSLR. In FADS-DDT, we employ DDT method for drift estimation as described in Section V. On the other hand, FADS-LSLR utilizes LSLR to estimate the drift. All protocols were implemented in a C program and ported on an embedded processor in the hardware sensors. Then we conducted experiments with wireless networks composed of each hardware sensor running the C program. [4] .)
The scheduling phase (neighbor discovery and reference scheduling procedures) and synchronization phase (drift compensation procedure) were evaluated. In the scheduling phase, we counted the number of messages during the neighbor discovery procedure to measure its impact on the power savings. We also measure the processing time of the reference scheduling procedure and compare it with the previous method.
A. TEST PLATFORM 1) SENSOR NODE HARDWARE
We implemented a hardware for sensor nodes using an NXP's MCU KW01Z128 which integrates an ARM cortex-M0 CPU core and an IEEE 802.15.4 RF transceiver on-chip [26] . A photo of the sensor board is shown in Fig. 10 (a) . Table 5 gives the specification of the transceiver the sensor hardware.
2) CONFIGURATION Of TEST NETWORK
The target application of the sensor boards is a wireless metering sensor network. The sensor board is equipped with a camera and metering number recognition software as illustrated by Fig. 10 (b) . We deployed a wireless metering sensor network of 20 nodes as shown in Fig. 10 (c) . To test the synchronization protocol over a multi-hop network, we configured the network like the topology illustrated in Fig. 11 . For the sake of simplicity of the testing, we configured all the nodes with a preconfigured set of neighbor nodes. The dotted circles in Fig. 11 indicates such neighbor nodes assigned to each node. The nodes inside each dotted circle can communicate with each other in the same dotted circles. With this experiment, we can evaluate the performance of the proposed protocols under realistic conditions of transmission contention, congestion, and various packet collisions during neighbor discovery procedure. Although we conducted the tests with a simple network of small scale in the lab, these tests proved that the proposed protocol can scale to networks of a large scale with longer wireless range and can provide equally good performance.
For test purpose, the sink node regularly collects offset values from all the sensor nodes, by sending a query packet periodically every P sym (30 minutes). Upon receiving the query packet, each sensor node responds with a reply packet after a uniquely assigned delay to avoid collision. After completing these processes, the sensor nodes go to sleep mode. The reply packets carry the offset value of the nodes. The sink node collects all the reply packets and transfers them to a server for logging and analyzing the local time and clock offset of all the nodes. In the end of the experiments, the evaluation metrics are applied to the collected data and the results are analyzed.
B. EVALUATION OF SCHEDULING PHASE 1) MEASUREMENT OF SCHEDULING PHASE
This subsection describes the evaluation of the scheduling phase of both FADS (FADS-DDT, FADS-LSLR) and DTSync protocols. The number of transmitted messages is the key performance indicator in the neighbor discovery procedure.
As described in Section IV.A, each node sends α NDMs. Here we chose α= 3, which was proven as enough for our small network with many trials of experiments. Table 6 shows that FADS has considerably fewer messages than DTSync. For the network topology of Fig. 11 , FADS required only 60 messages (αN = 3 * 20), while DTSync exchanged 316 messages (5 times more).
Next, we describe the evaluation of the reference scheduling procedure. The experimental results show that the reference scheduling procedure of FADS is faster than that of DTSync. Table 7 and Table 8 compares the processing time measured for FTS and BTS procedures, respectively, in the case of the FADS and DTSync methods. In the FADS case, it took 0.38 seconds for FTS to complete the procedure, while it took 0.74 seconds for FTS (approximately 2 times more) in the DTSync case. For BTS procedure, on the other hand, the processing time was about the same for both protocols.
Although the improvement in the processing time of FADS appears small in the small test network of Fig. 11 , the improvement grows rapidly along with the network size. We prove this improvement using simulations due to the difficulty of implementing real hardware networks of large scale.
2) SIMULATION FOR LARGE NETWORKS
To further validate the proposed FADS protocol. We developed a simulator that conducts the algorithms of both FADS and DTSync. Simulations have been conducted in MATLAB using wireless networks of various sizes. we assume there are N sensor nodes. These nodes are identical, independent, and randomly distributed in a square area a × a based on a homogenous Poisson point procedure with a known node density ρ = N /a 2 . The number of nodes x in a specific finite sub-area S follows a Poisson distribution as in Eq. 18 [27] .
VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 12. Number of required messages in neighbor discovery procedure. Here, η = ρS is the expected value E [x] . The simulator parameters are illustrated in Table 9 . As in Section VI.B.1, the key performance metric that we used to evaluate the scheduling phase of, the neighbor discovery procedure was the number of transmitted messages while the key performance metric that we used for the reference scheduling procedure was the time of the procdure. Fig. 12 compares the number of messages required for FADS and DTSync. The results showed for large network 500 nodes, FADS sent 1500 messages (αN = 3 * 500), while DTSync sent 81000 messages (54 times more). Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the required time for FTS and BTS for both protocols FADS and DTSync, respectively. For a large network of 1000 nodes, it took around 20 seconds for FADS to complete its FTS procedure, while it took around 60 seconds (3 times more) for DTSync to complete the FTS procedure. On the other hand, it took around 0.5 seconds for FADS to complete its BTS procedure, while it took around 7 seconds (14 times more) for DTSync to complete the BTS procedure.
C. EVALUATION OF SYNCHRONIZATION PHASE
In this section, we evaluate the effect of the drift estimation on the performance of the periodic synchronization. Since the objective of synchronization is to minimize the offset, we define the network synchronization performance as the largest offset (global offset (GO)) for any arbitrary node j with respect to the reference time of its reference node R n at any time instant t. GO is formally defined as in Eq. 19.
We also formally define the average offset (AO) using Eq. 20.
We run three experiments for FADS-DDT, FADS-LSLR, and DTSync protocols for the same network shown in Fig. 11 . Each of these experiments took approximately 5 hours (18000 seconds). The synchronization interval P sym was set to 30 minutes. In our experiments, we observed GO and AO for all nodes. Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 present GO and AO for FADS-DDT, FADS-LSLR, and DTSync protocols, respectively. Table 10 show GO max and AO max . Here, GO max and AO max are the maximum value of GO and AO for each run over the duration of the experiment.
In these experiments, we observed a relatively large GO max of around 19.58 microseconds with DTSync. On the other hand, the GO max of FADS-LSLR is around 1.47 microseconds. FADS-LSLR outperforms DTSync by a factor of 13.
FADS-DDT achieved around 0.1 microseconds for GO max . FADS-DDT outperforms DTSync with more than 195 times, where DTSync does not employ drift estimation. In addition, FADS-DDT outperforms FADS-LSLR by a factor of 14. Although FADS-LSLR employs LSLR method for drift estimation and improves the synchronization accuracy compared with DTSync, utilizing LSLR provides a limited synchronization quality compared with FADS-DDT. Using LSLR to estimate the drift, it is influenced by previous offset. Thus, performing LSLR for long duration can lead to inaccurate drift estimate. In addition, the global offset tends to exponentially increase with the size of the network as proved in [11] , [14] , and [15] . On the other hand, FADS-DDT utilizes DDT for drift estimation. DDT uses the previous value of drift to estimate the current drift value. Choosing the previous value gives better results due to environmental factors like temperature is quite similar for current and previous values.
Therefore, among the aforementioned protocols, FADS-DDT achieves the best performance due to its cumulative offset compensation approach. These experiments, therefore, demonstrate that the proposed DDT method enables all the nodes to correct their time offset highly accurately and thus can allow the nodes to resynchronize significantly less frequently with a large value of P sym . For example, consider a water meter sensor network of Fig. 10 as an application of the proposed method. Suppose that the meter network requires that global offset does not exceed 5 milliseconds.
To meet this requirement of global offset, we analyze the maximum period of synchronization from the above result of FADS-DDT. As Table 10 shows, FADS-DDT exhibits a time offset of 0.1 microseconds after the completion of each synchronization procedure. Hence, the time for which the network can maintain its local time offset within 5 milliseconds can be calculated by 5×10 −3 0.1×10 −6 ≈ 50 × 10 3 seconds (about 14 hours). This value, hence, can be used as the maximum period of the periodic synchronization procedure of FADS-DDT. In contrast, the maximum period for FADS-LSLR and DTSync case is calculated as much shorter values, about 1 hour and 4 minutes, respectively. Therefore, using FADS-DDT leads to low power synchronization with less frequent synchronization. 
D. COMPARISON
In this subsection, we compared our protocol FADS with other existing protocols. Table 10 shows the measured accuracy of the synchronization protocols along with the network topology and size. We chose these protocols among many protocols, since they measured their test results based on real hardware test platforms like our case, and so we can have fair comparison. In this comparison, the accuracy is defined as the average offset (AO) which was described by Eq. 20. Our proposed protocols FADS-DDT outperforms all the other protocols in Table 11 , although our results are obtained from a larger network.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a Fast Scheduling and Accurate Drift Compensation for Time Synchronization protocol (FADS) for low power WSNs. FADS resolved the drawback of prior methods by introducing efficient neighbor discovery and dynamic drift estimation. Its scheduling phase substantially reduced the number of messages, which leads to large savings in energy consumption. In addition, its synchronization phase minimized the time offset using its dynamic drift estimation. This allows for longer period of resynchronization, and consequently lower energy consumption. We conducted real measurement with hardware sensor nodes as well as extensive simulations of the FADS algorithm. The experimental results show that DDT method outperforms previous methods, DTSync and LSLR, in the energy consumption and offset accuracy.
